Evaluation of dentin hypersensitivity treatment with glass ionomer cements: A randomized clinical trial

Abstract: A randomized, double-blind, split-mouth clinical trial was performed compared the desensitizing efficacy of the resin-modified glass ionomer cement (GIC) Clinpro™ XT (3M ESPE, Minnesota, USA) and the conventional GIC Vidrion R (SS White, Gloucester, UK) in a 6-month follow-up. Subjects were required to have at least two teeth with dentin hypersensitivity. Teeth were divided at random into 2 groups, one group received Clinpro XT and the other conventional GIC Vidrion R. Treatments were assessed by tactile and air blast tests using Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) at baseline, after 20 minutes, and at 7, 15, 21, 30, 90 and 180 days post-treatment. Twenty subjects (152 teeth) were included. Both tests (tactile and air blast) showed a significant reduction of dentin hypersensitivity immediately after the application of Vidrion R and Clinpro XT (20 min). VAS scores obtained along the 6-month follow-up were statistically lower when compared to initial rates (p < 0.05). Both GIC were able to reduce dentin hypersensitivity up to 6-month post-treatment period without statistically significant differences among them (p > 0.05). Both cements provided satisfactory results in long-term dental sensitivity reduction.
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Introduction

Dentin hypersensitivity (DH) is characterized by a painful reaction due to the exposure of dentin to chemical, thermal, tactile or osmotic non-harmful stimuli. According to the Hydrodynamic Theory, fluid movement in the dentinal tubules excites mechanoreceptors in the periphery of the pulp and triggers pain.1 Consequently, DH treatment consists of sealing the dentinal tubules or depolarizing the pulp’s nerve fibers.1 The physical mechanism of the process is achieved by the application of dentin desensitizing agents such as dentin bonding agents, composite resins, glass ionomer cements (GICs) and varnishes.2 Although extensive research on dentin hypersensitive treatments has been conducted, no single treatment is currently accepted by all.3,4,5

GICs have become a popular restorative material due to their chemical adhesion and ability to release fluoride.2 Further, GICs have shown extended satisfactory results over time, especially in the treatment of...
non-carious cervical lesions. The pattern of fluoride release from GIC comprises a high initial release rate followed by rapid reduction. However, sensitivity to moisture contamination interferes with the initial setting of self-cured GIC. In addition, conventional GICs are relatively unaesthetic and have poorer mechanical properties than resin composites, which might impair the long-term treatment of DH. In fact, resin-modified glass ionomer cements have been developed to overcome the disadvantages of conventional GIC. They are more tolerant to moisture and do not require drying of the tooth surface. The recently available Clinpro XT (3M ESPE, Minnesota, USA) is a new paste-liquid that may be used as a site-specific, light-cured desensitizing agent.

Ion exchange with dental substrate inherent to GICs enhanced the development of these materials to obtain high fluoride release. Since GICs may also release therapeutic doses of fluoride over time, the activity is an important feature to obstruct tubules in DH treatment. However, there is no consensus in the literature regarding the clinical relevance of released fluorides by these materials.

The rapid reduction of DH and the long-term duration of these desensitizing effects are critical. Previous studies reported that the effects of several desensitizing agents were not permanent because they did not properly adhere to the dentin surface. However, a limited amount of data on the efficacy of desensitizers is available in the literature, especially for long-term assessments of at least 6-months follow-up. Therefore, current randomized, split-mouth clinical trial evaluates and compares the desensitizing efficacy of Clinpro XT and conventional GIC (Vidrion R) in a 6-month follow-up. The hypothesis tested is that resin-modified GIC (Clinpro XT) would be more effective than conventional GIC (Vidrion R) in controlling dentin hypersensitivity up to a 6-month post-treatment period.

Methodology

Methodology followed guidelines for clinical trials recommended by Standard CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials). Research protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee (IRB approval # 73/12).

Study design

Current randomized, double-blind (subjects and examiner) clinical trial was conducted at a School of Dentistry and it was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02378129). All subjects were informed of the nature of the experiment. According to a previous study, the expected baseline mean tactile score was 6.43 ± 2.09 for a resin-modified glass ionomer cement. The hypothesis consisted of a mean change (from baseline to finish) of 5.66 ± 1.39 for the best material and 4.06 ± 1.53 for the worst one. Using an unpaired t-test and assuming an error of 0.05 and an expected withdrawal/dropout rate of 20%, a minimum of 14 participants were requested to achieve 80% statistical efficiency. The plan was to conservatively enroll at least 18 subjects.

The researchers registered the detailed medical and dental history of each subject to rule out participants that did not fit the inclusion criteria. An oral and voluntary written informed consent was obtained from the participants prior to start of the study. Subjects who met all inclusion criteria signed the consent form before submitting to the trial. Inclusion criteria comprised male and female subjects between 18 and 70 years old; at least 2 teeth with dentin hypersensitivity in two different hemiarcs; dental elements with hypersensitivity without any pulp alteration; subjects not under any medication and non-pregnant women; subjects without any eating disorders or with very acidic diets. Further, exclusion criteria comprised subjects whose teeth with hypersensitivity featured extensive or unsatisfactory restorations, fractures, periodontal alterations, caries lesions, orthodontic brackets, endodontic treatments or pulp alterations; subjects who received desensitizing therapy during the last 3 months; subjects under analgesics/anti-inflammatory drugs at the time of the study; subjects with non-caries cervical lesions more than 1 mm deep with dentinal cavitation featuring dentin hypersensitivity. Figure shows study design. Current researchers evaluated, during a 6-month period, twenty volunteers (17 females and 3 males), age bracket 20–63 (mean age: 42.7 ± 13.2 years), who had a total of 152 teeth affected by dentin hypersensitivity.
Application of glass ionomer cements

A paired (split-mouth) study design was performed with sagittal midline as reference. The teeth from each side of the mouth (left or right) were randomly allocated (by chance, in a sealed envelope). Each material was applied to all the affected teeth from the same side of the mouth, employing isolation with cotton rolls, vacuum aspirator and mouth retractor. The sensitive tooth surface was cleaned and rinsed with water for the application of Clinpro™ XT (3M ESPE, Minnesota, USA, Batch number: 12248). Pooled water was removed and the tooth was left slightly moist. Liquid and paste of the material were mixed (10–15 s) and a thin layer (0.5 mm or less) was applied to the sensitive tooth surface and light-cured for 20 seconds. Ledges or overhangs were trimmed. Further, the sensitive tooth surface was cleaned and pooled water was removed for the application of Vidrion R (SS White, Gloucester, UK, Batch number: 59631). Liquid and powder were mixed (45–60 s) and a thin layer (0.5 mm or less) was applied to the sensitive tooth surface. After 15 min, any ledges or overhangs were trimmed. Clinpro™ XT (3M ESPE, Minnesota, USA) and Vidrion R (SS White, Gloucester, UK) were used for at least two teeth of different hemiarchs in each subject who was blinded to treatment conditions.

All subjects received verbal and written information that no other oral hygiene product with a desensitizing
effect should be used. In addition, they received professional instructions on adequate oral hygiene. All subjects were also provided with a soft toothbrush (Oral-B Pro-Health Toothbrush™, Procter & Gamble Co., Ohio, USA) and a dentifrice with no desensitizing effect (Oral-B Pro-Health™, Procter & Gamble Co., Ohio, USA; with 1450ppm fluoride) after the application of dental materials.

Measurement protocol
The sensitivity/pain response was assessed using the numerical (range 0–10) Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), with 0 indicating ‘no pain’ and 10 indicating ‘intolerably severe pain’. Pre-treatment sensitivity (baseline) was evaluated by one researcher (WLOR), with the following test stimuli:

a. Tactile test (mechanical method): A sharp dental explorer (17/23) was passed lightly across the affected area, perpendicular to the long axis of the tooth. The test was repeated three times before the score was recorded.

b. Air blast test: An air blast from a dental syringe at 60-pound/inches² pressure was directed on the tooth for 3 seconds from a distance of approximately 5 mm.

After randomization, the treatment was applied by another researcher (MMM). Further, the first researcher (WLOR) evaluated the post treatment VAS response by applying test stimuli immediately after treatment (approximately 20 minutes) and at 7 days, 14 days, 1 month, 3 months and 6 months. So that the standardization of the distance between the air blast and the sensitive tooth surface could be ensured, the air blast was applied adjacent to a periodontal probe from a 1 cm-distance, without touching the tooth surface. Neighboring teeth were isolated with cotton rolls and suction devices to prevent false responses.

Statistical analyses
All VAS scores from each test stimuli were appropriately tabulated. Data were analyzed taking into consideration the teeth from the respective patient using the time periods evaluated in a repeated measured pattern. Friedman’s test detected significant differences for scores of tactile test or air blast test, for each material and when significant; Tukey’s post-hoc test was applied for pairwise comparisons (α = 5%), using SigmaPlot 12.0 software (Systat Software Inc., Chicago IL, USA).

Mann-Whitney analysis independently compared the treatments according to specific VAS method (tactile test or air blast test). Data underwent Kruskal-Wallis (patient as unit of analysis) analysis followed by Tukey’s test for comparison between materials and focused for each evaluation period investigated. Additionally, the correlation between the evaluation methods (tactile and air blast test) was determined by Spearman’s rank correlations.

Results
All 20 subjects featuring 152 teeth with dentin hypersensitivity at the buccal surfaces completed the 6-month study period. Most teeth with DH were maxillary or mandibular premolars (42.8%), followed by molars (20.4%), incisor (19.1%) and canine (17.8%). In this split-mouth study design, 46% (n = 70) of teeth with DH were randomly selected to receive Clinpro XT, while 54% (n = 82) received Vidrion R. The range of teeth evaluated by subject was of 2 to 10. No complications, such as adverse pulp effects, were observed throughout the study.

Subjects’ response to tactile and air blast stimuli throughout the study is shown in Table. Regardless of the material, overall VAS scores revealed that medians in the air blast test were statistically higher (p < 0.001) than those in the tactile test.

A statistically significant difference was detected by Friedman’s analysis (p < 0.001) after six months for tactile and air blast tests (VAS scores). When compared to baseline, all evaluation times under analysis provided significantly lower means and indicated a reduction of pain sensitivity scores (p < 0.05). No significant differences in the reduction of painful symptoms were detected when treatments with Clinpro XT and Vidrion R were compared at same evaluation time on the response to tactile and air blast test stimuli. Spearman’s rank correlation was applied to the evaluation methods (tactile and air blast test) and revealed a significant but moderate correlation (r² = 0.53; p < 0.001).
Several treatment options are available for managing dentin hypersensitivity, and the rapid reduction of DH and long-term duration of these desensitizing effects are critical. Previous studies reported that the effects of many desensitizing agents were not permanent because tubule occlusion failed to be sustained (acidic conditions would remove dentin occlusion or tooth brushing would remove the restoration). Resin-modified GICs showed satisfactory long-term results in class V restorations, with a survival rate of 78.6% over a 5-year follow-up. Thus, the material may be employed as a long-term desensitizing material to control dentin hypersensitivity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first randomized clinical trial that evaluated the long-term clinical outcome of a desensitizing treatment with the resin-modified glass ionomer cement (Clinpro XT) compared to a conventional GIC (Vidrion R). Current results demonstrated that both treatments were able to immediately decrease pain symptoms after application and maintain this effect during a 6-month follow-up. However, our initial hypothesis that the Clinpro XT would exhibit superior long-term effects when compared with Vidrion R was not proven.

Glass ionomer cements may form chemical bonds with enamel and dentin, release fluoride, promote a good biological response (biocompatibility) and have a coefficient of thermal expansion close to that of tooth structures. In current study, both GIC treatments decreased pain symptoms. In fact, the material binds with enamel and dentin via ionic and polar bonds, and close molecular contact facilitates the exchange of fluoride ions with hydroxyl ions at the surrounding dental apatite. The setting chemistry of glass ionomer cement is an acid-base reaction between polyalkenoic acid and fluoride-containing aluminosilicate glass. Although fluoride ions may be released during the acid-base reaction, the ability of these materials to cover exposed dentin is their main mechanism that causes DH reduction.

Clinpro XT, a resin-modified glass ionomer cement based on methacrylate-modified polyalkenoic acid technology, may be applied in a thin layer to dental substrate (approximately 0.5 mm). A recent randomized clinical trial was conducted with 31 patients and 119 teeth, evaluating the effect of Clinpro XT in reducing dentin hypersensitivity for up to 4 weeks. The study compared resin-modified GIC with Gluma Desensitizer (Heraeus Kulzer Inc., Wehrheim, Germany) and a placebo control, evaluating pain symptomatology with tactile and air blast test. Clinpro XT proved to be more effective than other groups at reducing DH immediately and for up to 4 weeks. Current study demonstrated that Clinpro XT was equivalent to conventional glass ionomer cement up to a 6-month post-treatment period. Other studies demonstrated that resin-modified GICs may have a higher remineralizing capacity. Fluoride catalyzes the diffusion of calcium and phosphate into the tooth surface and remineralizes dental substrates. Further, acid-base reaction enhances the leaching of fluoride ions to form a polysalt matrix, and resin-modified glass ionomer cements, such as Clinpro XT, revealed a more controlled and sustained release of remineralization agents over a 6-week time period. This effect suggests an improvement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation period</th>
<th>Tactile test</th>
<th>Air blast test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinpro XT</td>
<td>Vidrion R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>1.70 (0.55–5.75)*</td>
<td>2.60 (0.90–5.70)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>0.60 (0.05–2.25)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>0.50 (0.00–4.25)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–0.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 days</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–1.60)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–1.15)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–1.50)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 days</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–1.05)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 days</td>
<td>0.20 (0.00–0.40)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.00–0.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Statistically different from other groups (p < 0.05).
in long-term DH treatment. However, a significant decrease was detected after an initial period of fluoride release.\textsuperscript{13,22} An \textit{in vitro} study with Clinpro XT\textsuperscript{23} showed that resin-based desensitizers did not release sufficient levels of fluoride ions to produce a clinically remarkable impact. Further studies are necessary to evaluate whether fluoride release by these materials has a beneficial effect on relieving DH. As observed in current clinical trial, the effects of Clinpro XT were equivalent to the conventional glass ionomer cement Vidrion R, probably due to the physical occlusion of dentinal tubules.

Although dentin hypersensitivity may affect any tooth, it frequently involves canines and premolars.\textsuperscript{11} Contrastingly to other studies, premolars and molars were the main teeth affected in current clinical trial. The researchers included any teeth with DH to obtain the best overall results for both treatments evaluated, regardless of type of teeth. DH-affected teeth tend to vary among studies and populations. In fact, the literature has registered different distribution patterns.\textsuperscript{4,24,25}

In previous clinical trials evaluating painful sensitivity in subjects, the use of more than one stimulus to evaluate this subjective condition has been recommended.\textsuperscript{3,4,26,27} In current analysis, hypersensitive teeth were evaluated using a tactile test with a sharp dental explorer and an evaporative stimulus via an air blast from a dental air syringe. These methods were previously effective in the diagnosis and evaluation of DH.\textsuperscript{28} Pain is a rather subjective item and the assessment of the therapeutic effect of a DH treatment may be difficult.\textsuperscript{4,29} However, the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is widely used and generally accepted for the assessment of pain.\textsuperscript{4,29} Despite the high number of subjects screened (n = 104), 20 subjects were included based on the study design (split-mouth) and eligibility criteria.

Additionally, a placebo effect may influence the results in clinical trials that evaluate subjective items such as pain symptomatology.\textsuperscript{30} The interpretation of the benefits by using GIC should take into account the placebo effect, since a change in pain perception due to treatment may occur and has been well documented in DH studies.\textsuperscript{3} Although current study did not compare Clinpro XT with a placebo control, another recent randomized clinical trial showed that resin-modified GIC was more effective than the placebo in reducing DH for up to 4 weeks.\textsuperscript{2,29,31,32} Further, a split-mouth study design was adopted to eliminate the effects of individual conceptions of pain, pain perception, oral hygiene habits, dietary habits and psychosomatic factors.\textsuperscript{14}

Although the ultimate test of any treatment option is how well it works in clinical practice, the randomized, controlled and double-blind clinical trial is the gold standard for determining efficacy.\textsuperscript{34} This is also the first randomized clinical trial that evaluated Clinpro XT and compared the resin-modified GIC with a conventional GIC. Whereas a recent study showed that Clinpro XT reduced DH in up to 4 and 12 weeks, current results demonstrated that this effect may be long-term.

It is important to emphasize the clinical advantages of Clinpro XT when compared with conventional GICs. Modified GIC is easy to use; it does not require a rubber dam and it is moisture-tolerant, which facilitates its clinical use in regions that require strict moisture control, such as the cervical dental region.\textsuperscript{4,28} Besides, conventional GIC, such as Vidrion R, is indicated for non-carious cervical lesions, and they are more critical to apply and to reach the 0.5 mm layer. In addition, resin-modified GICs improved aesthetic properties and thus greater patient’s acceptance over conventional GICs.\textsuperscript{34,35} However, modified GIC is more expensive and costs about six times more than conventional GIC. Further, other factors such as retention rate, stain, gingival response and plaque accumulation may also be relevant in the treatment of dentin hypersensitivity and must be taken into consideration by dentists. Since the two materials showed similar results for reducing dentin hypersensitivity over time, the dentist must evaluate which material would be most suitable for each clinical case. Future reevaluations will be conducted to verify the effectiveness of these treatments over a 6-month time period.

**Conclusion**

Both conventional and resin-modified glass ionomer cements showed similar results in pain reduction in a 6-month follow-up period and the two products proved to provide satisfactory results for the clinical management of dentin hypersensitivity.
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